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Objectives: Motor therapy plays a key role on the bilateral coordination skills and motor activities of children with Intellectual Disability (ID). The present research aimed to investigate the effectiveness of motor therapy on motor skills and bilateral coordination skills of students with ID.

Methods: This was a quasi-experimental research with pre-test and post-test and control group design. The study participants were 26 male students with ID from 2 special schools in Tehran City, Iran. The samples were selected by cluster sampling method. They were randomly divided into the experimental and control groups and each group consisted of 13 students. In the experimental group, motor therapy was performed during 16 sessions, while the control group did not receive any trainings. Bruininks-Oseretsky Test of motor proficiency was used for measuring gross motor skills, fine motor skills and bilateral coordination skills of the students. The obtained data were analyzed using Multivariate Analysis of Covariance (MANCOVA).

Results: MANCOVA results indicated a significant difference between the gross motor skills, fine motor skills and bilateral coordination skills in the experimental group, following the intervention (P<0.0001).

Discussion: Motor therapy improved motor skills and bilateral coordination skills of students with ID. Therefore, taking motor therapy could have positive impacts on the motor skills and bilateral coordination skills of students with ID.
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Highlights

- Motor therapy has positive effects on motor skills and bilateral coordination of students with intellectual disabilities.
- There are significant differences between control and experimental (students with intellectual disability with training) groups with regard to the scores of motor skills and bilateral coordination.
- The changes of scores are due to the effect of motor therapy training on the experimental group.

Plain Language Summary

Children with intellectual disability are among the largest group of the children with special needs. Limitation in motor skills and bilateral coordination is a common characteristic of these children. These skills are very important for individual care activities and daily living skills, too. The motor therapy is defined as training of the basic motor skills that have significant influence on the development of more complex skills and recreational physical skills. The present research was conducted on 26 male students with intellectual disabilities from two special schools in Tehran to examine the effect of motor therapy program on them. The experimental group participated in 16 intervention sessions and trained by motor therapy program, while control group did not. Motor therapy training led to the improvement of motor skills and bilateral coordination of students with intellectual disabilities.

1. Introduction

Intellectual Disability (ID) refers to considerable problems in intellectual functioning and adaptive behavior. This disorder is developed before the age of 18 [1-3]. Students with ID have deficits in cognitive development and lack skills in various domains such as friendship [4], emotions [5], cognition, psychosocial status, language and activities [6]. Limited motor skills is an ever-present condition in these students, because ID is a condition of deficiency in brain functions, which affects the cognition as well as motor skills [7, 8].

Motor skill development includes gross motor skills, fine motor skills and bilateral coordination skills. Gross motor skills refer to large muscle movements, such as jumping, walking, climbing up and down, catching and throwing, coordination between hands and feet. Fine motor skills refer to how a child controls things and uses arms and hands. Bilateral coordination refers to how a child handles body coordination in activities, such as jumping up and around, finger-tapping, and toe-tapping movements. These skills are very important in self-care activities and daily living skills. Children with ID have many physical problems that influence their motor skills. For example, such children need help with the gross motor activities like vacuuming and sweeping or with fine motor activities like zip up/unzip or a button/unbutton [9].

For many years, it has been believed that individuals with ID could not learn and live in seclusion [10]. Currently, social attitudes have changed and it is recognized that individuals with ID can learn if taught appropriately [1]. In addition, intellectually disabled students frequently have problems in motor activities [11] which are constantly reported by parents and professionals [12, 13].

Motor therapy is defined as training the basic motor skills that significantly influence the development of the more complex skills such as playing games, active playing, dancing, performing sports activities, gymnastics, and recreational physical skills [14]. The principles of motor therapy were derived from contemporary neuroscience, occupational therapy, and developmental psychology [15]. Motor therapies are progressively applied by therapists for managing the children with intellectual disabilities. These therapies encourage skills and activities that are thought to handle the sensory neural system by providing proprioceptive, vestibular, tactile and auditory inputs. Balls, swings, brushes, and other particularly intended or recreational therapeutic equipment are used for reinforcing these inputs [9].

Evidence demonstrates that the motor skills of students with ID are considerably poor and delayed [16]. A research investigated the effect of Spark exercise program on improving manipulative skills of students with developmental coordination disorder. The results demonstrated that Spark exercise program significantly improved manipulative skills in the experimental group, compared
Another research assessed the effectiveness of Spark program on the improvement of gross motor skills in children with ID. Their findings indicated that this program can improve gross motor skills in students with ID [19]. Another research investigated the effects of teaching basic motor skills to 6-year-old boys and girls. The results indicated that motor therapy improved gross and fine motor skills in children with ID [20].

A study investigated the effectiveness of perceptual motor activities on auditory and visual attention of children with Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD). Their results demonstrated a significant improvement in visual and auditory attention performance in the experimental group [21]. A study examined the effect of sensory-motor interventions on the attention span of students with learning disabilities. Results indicated that sensory-motor interventions increased the attention span of these students [22].

Another study investigated the effectiveness of creative movements on the attention span of students with autism spectrum disorders. Their results presented a significant improvement in the attention span of the experimental group [23]. Another research investigated the effectiveness of improving gross motor activities on the attention processing of students with Down Syndrome. Results of their study indicated that improved gross motor activities increased the attention processing of the subjects [24].

According to some studies, students with ID show delays in the motor skills development [8, 25-27]. Moreover, the results of some studies demonstrate that the rates of cognitive and motor activities are related with each other in students with ID [8, 27]. Children with ID have problems in sensory integration which negatively affects their gross and fine motor skills. In addition, studies reveal that children with ID have low levels of motor skills in comparison with normal children.

Considering this, motor therapy is very beneficial for them. Motor skills and daily activities improved in students with ID, after attending a motor skills program. In addition, students with ID process similar steps of motor functions and develop in the same order as normal students. However, stages may be obtained later and may not be developed for some activities and skills [16]. Therefore, this research aimed to determine the effectiveness of motor therapy on motor skills and bilateral coordination of students with ID.

2. Methods

This was a quasi-experimental research with pre-test, post-test, and a control group design. The study participants were 18 elementary school students with ID from Tehran City, Iran. The subjects were selected by cluster sampling method. Out of all elementary schools, 2 schools were randomly selected. The students were randomly divided into the experimental and control groups and each group consisted of 13 children. We required 12 subjects for the experimental and control groups, based on the mean of the subjects in 3 recent research studies in this area. Sample size was calculated equal to 13, by the following formula:

$$n = \frac{\sigma^2(z_{1-a/2})^2}{d^2} = \frac{(22.07)^2 \times (1.96)^2}{(12)^2} = 13$$

The inclusion criteria were being diagnosed with mild ID, living with parents, being between 8 and 10 years old and studying at second to fourth graders. The subjects would be excluded from the research if they had any symptoms of neurodevelopmental disability or significant health problems. Also, those who were currently receiving similar training programs were excluded from the research. The importance of this study was described for the mothers of subjects and school counselors. The subjects’ mothers provided their informed consent. Then, the experimental group participated in 16 motor therapy sessions and the control group participated in the routine program of school.

To evaluate the motor skills and bilateral coordination, Bruininks-Oseretsky Test of motor proficiency-short form (BOT-2) was used. This is well-known test for assessing motor proficiency. It was designed to obtain useful information about the motor skills of children aged 4.5 to 14.5 years. BOT-2 included 14 items and 8 subscales [28]. In this study, 3 subscales of BOT-2 were used to evaluate fine motor skills. The applied subscales included fine motor integration, fine motor precision, and manual dexterity. Four subscales were used to assess gross motor skills, including balance, speed and agility, upper-limb coordination, and strength. Also, bilateral coordination subscale was used to evaluate both gross motor skills and fine motor skills. The test-retest reliability coefficient of BOT-2 is reported to be 0.86 [29].
The motor therapy program was used in the present research. The experimental group received motor therapy in 16 sessions (3 times a week; 45 minutes each), while control group did not receive such program. Motor therapy program was designed based on Spark motor program [29]. This program has been applied in several research studies [19, 22, 24]. The content of motor therapy sessions were as follows (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Objects</th>
<th>Context of Sessions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Identification of child situation</td>
<td>Physical exercises, individual and group activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Coordination of gross motor</td>
<td>Activities such as sit down/stand up, bending and straightening the body, hands movement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Reinforcement of gross muscles</td>
<td>Drawing, pushing and moving utensils with and without a wheel in direct and indirect paths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Reinforcement of body harmony and stability</td>
<td>Walking on a direct line, jumping in rings, jumping in color circles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Reinforcement of static and dynamic balance</td>
<td>Single-leg stand up on toes and heel of foot, moving back and forth, single-leg and both leg jump</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Reinforcement of attention and motor skills</td>
<td>Single-leg stand up at various times, ball throw in various paths, ball pass between trainer legs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Reinforcement of hand and trunk muscles</td>
<td>Concurrent moving of hands and trunk in various paths, hand walking while trainer holds the legs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Increasing attention span and eye and hand coordination</td>
<td>Activities such as wear attaching clothes, throw coins into till, screwing and unscrewing bolts and conducting same activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Reinforcement of tactile sensory and body awareness</td>
<td>Activities such as playing with clay and paste, finding things, hiding things in grit and sand, rolling on grit and sand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Coordination of fine and complex skills</td>
<td>Activities such as ball rolling on ground and passing through obstacles, sorting play, play with passel and logo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Reinforcement of body balance and stability</td>
<td>Walking and running in various positions through paths such as line path or lining placement and jumping over obstacles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Coordination of complex motor</td>
<td>Activities with cage, legs, hand and arm muscles such as aerobic movements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Reinforcement of orientation and active motor coordination</td>
<td>Twosome races in activities such as catching a ball without falling, fast movements for reaching the ball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Concurrent reinforcement of attention span and dynamic balance</td>
<td>Holding water glass on palm in standing and movement positions, carrying several water glasses with platter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Increasing eye and hand coordination and aiming</td>
<td>Use utensil such as bubble making, throwing up bladder and hit with hand to under it, throwing ball into quadrille on wall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Reinforcement of orientation and selective attention</td>
<td>Hitting balls with a club, tracing colored lights in a dark room, tracing hanging colored balls and hitting those with certain regularity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To assess motor skills and its subscales (gross motor skills, fine motor skills and bilateral coordination skills) in students with ID, BOT-2 was used as the pre-test. Then, the experimental group participated in 16 intervention sessions. In the final stage of the research, each of the 2 groups were assessed by BOT-2 as the post-test. The obtained data were analyzed by Multivariate Analysis of Variance (MANOVA) using SPSS.

3. Results

The mean age of experimental and control groups were 8.71 and 8.73 years and their mean IQ scores were 61.35 and 62.02, respectively. A comparison was made using descriptive statistics with respect to each group’s scores on the motor skills and gross motor skills, fine motor skills and bilateral coordination skills subscales. Mean±SD scores for each group were considered as overall group indexes (Table 2).

Multivariate Analysis of Covariance (MANCOVA) was used because of the presence of an independent variable and several dependent variables and adjusting pre-test effect. After checking and confirmation of the normality of research variables, Box’s test approved the equality of variance-covariance matrices (P>0.05). In addition, the assumption of variance equality was approved using Levene’s Test (P>0.05). Therefore, MAN-
COVA could be applied. The overall score of Wilk’s lambda was significant, ($F_{4,17}=4.02, P=0.0001$), indicating that the experimental and control groups had a significant difference, at least in one variable. In order to determine differences among the scores of motor skills and subscales (gross and fine motor skills and bilateral coordination skills) between the control and experimental groups, MANCOVA was used, which the results are presented in Table 3.

To analyze the obtained data, pre-test variable was moderated because of its correlation with post-test. According to Table 3, the type of the group affects post-test scores significantly, and there are significant differences among the scores of motor skills and gross motor skills, fine motor skills, and bilateral coordination skills subscales, between the experimental and control groups ($P<0.0001$). As per Table 3, the results of MANCOVA indicated that motor therapy had a positive and significant effect on the gross motor skills ($F=30.84, P<0.0001$), fine motor skills ($F=33.01, P<0.0001$), bilateral coordination skills ($F=24.35, P<0.0001$) and motor skills ($F=29.12, P<0.0001$). According to eta square ($\eta^2$), this could be explained that 60%, 57%, 51% and 54% of the variation in each variable of gross and fine motor skills, bilateral coordination skills and motor skills, respectively, are due to the effectiveness of motor therapy in the experimental group.

Table 2. Descriptive statistics for motor skills and subscales in study groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subscales</th>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Experimental</th>
<th>Control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross motor skills</td>
<td>Pre-test</td>
<td>34.51</td>
<td>5.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post-test</td>
<td>44.89</td>
<td>5.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine motor skills</td>
<td>Pre-test</td>
<td>29.62</td>
<td>3.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post-test</td>
<td>39.47</td>
<td>3.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bilateral coordination skills</td>
<td>Pre-test</td>
<td>8.05</td>
<td>2.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post-test</td>
<td>12.35</td>
<td>2.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total motor skills</td>
<td>Pre-test</td>
<td>72.18</td>
<td>7.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post-test</td>
<td>96.71</td>
<td>8.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Summary of MANCOVA results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Dependent Variable</th>
<th>SS</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>$\eta^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-test</td>
<td>Gross motor skills</td>
<td>25.58</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25.58</td>
<td>7.93</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fine motor skills</td>
<td>27.65</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>27.65</td>
<td>10.70</td>
<td>&lt;0.0005</td>
<td>0.210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bilateral coordination</td>
<td>18.07</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>18.07</td>
<td>4.38</td>
<td>&lt;0.05</td>
<td>0.140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Motor skills</td>
<td>24.51</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>24.51</td>
<td>6.54</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group</td>
<td>Gross motor skills</td>
<td>197.27</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>197.27</td>
<td>30.84</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>0.600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fine motor skills</td>
<td>167.55</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>167.55</td>
<td>33.01</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>0.570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bilateral coordination</td>
<td>89.98</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>89.98</td>
<td>24.35</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>0.510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Motor skills</td>
<td>160.11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>160.11</td>
<td>29.12</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Discussion

This study was conducted to investigate the effect of motor therapy on motor skills of children with ID. In addition, the present research evaluated the effectiveness of motor therapy on bilateral coordination skills of students with ID in the two groups (experimental and control) before and after the intervention.

The present study supports the effectiveness of motor therapy on gross and fine motor skills, bilateral coordination skills and total motor skills of students with ID. The results of this research were consistent with Sadati Firoozabadi and Abasi, stating the effect of sensory motor integration training program on the motor skills in children with learning disorders [30]. The obtained results were in line with Amel and Amira study which investigated the effect of sensory integration training program on motor skills in students with autism spectrum disorders [9]. They reported a statistically significant difference between the experimental and control groups in gross and fine motor skills after intervention. Current study results were consistent with the findings of Shahbazi, Rahmani, and Heyrani, representing the effectiveness of sensory motor integration program on reaction time and balance in students with developmental coordination disorder [31].

Results of the current research were in line with the study of Top, that investigated the effects of swimming exercises program on the motor development levels in teenagers with ID and stated a statistically significant difference between the experimental and control groups in fine motor integration, fine motor precision, and bilateral coordination skills [8]. Moreover, Top concluded that there were no differences in the experimental and control groups in gross motor skills and total motor skills at pre-test and post-test. This part of their results were inconsistent with the present study [8]. Moreover, the present research results were consistent with the results of Parhooon, Parhooon, and Movallali. They investigated the effect of sensory motor program on gross motor skills among students with Down syndrome aged 5-7 years. They reported a statistically significant difference between the control and experimental groups, in gross motor skills after intervention [32].

The findings of this research were in line with the study by Westendorp, Houwen, Hartman and Visscher [6]. They reported that in children with mild ID, the scores of the gross motor skills of the experimental group in sports were significantly higher than that of the control group. Furthermore, the present study was consistent with the results of Vuijk, Hartman, Scherder and Visscher [27]. They concluded that motor performance in students with borderline intellectual functioning and mild ID increased after intervention. Present study results were consistent with the findings of Surtchi, Sazande, Nori, and Jadidi, stating the effectiveness of sensory integration program on fine and gross motor skills, for 5- to 7-year-old children with Down syndrome [33]. Moreover, this result was similar with the study of Bouffard [26]. They concluded that there was a significant difference in the motor skills of individuals with educable ID after intervention.

To explain these finding, it can be stated that motor therapy included training the basic motor skills that significantly influence the later development of higher level activities [14]. Motor therapy is used for managing motor skills in students with ID [9]. Thus, it is expected that motor therapy improves motor skills and bilateral coordination skills. To clarify, at birth, the actions and movements of a child depend on input from sensory channels. When child grows up and his or her interaction with environment improves, the visual and auditory system become very important and are accompanied by other sensory systems. Hand and eye coordination requires provision of many sensory inputs for direct movements towards the target. When a baby’s hand contacts the target, baby integrates tactile information regarding object’s texture via visual proprioceptive about size, color and shape.

More contact with the object, assemble information feedback from baby’s hand movements in respond to the object, which may help to explain data regarding the shape and size of that object [34]. Also, appropriate operation tasks are used for students with sensory processing problems to help decrease defensiveness, as well as improve their arousal and attention. Increased fine and gross motor skills in students will allow them to perform various considerable operation activities [9]. In addition, motor therapy plays a key role on the motor skills and bilateral coordination skills of children. Although a few children with ID obtain appropriate motor activities through observation and imitation of classmates and other children in classroom and community, it is important that parents and teachers engage these children in acquiring of motor skills, directly and indirectly. As a result of this improvement in motor skills, it can be assumed that motor therapy program can have positive and significant effects [16].

Motor skills training increase the neuroplasticity of nervous system in children, leading to improvements in desirable skills and behaviors and learning capacity.
Furthermore, motor therapy programs emphasize on proprioceptive, tactile, and vestibular system. Accordingly, it improves spontaneous reaction, muscle tone and emotion regulation [9].

5. Conclusion

It is expected that motor therapy improves motor skills and bilateral coordination skills. Motor therapy also facilitates the improvement of motor skills and bilateral coordination skills in students with ID. Thus, paying attention to motor therapy plays a crucial role for enhancing motor skills and bilateral coordination skills in students with ID. Ultimately, the present research demonstrated that significant improvement in motor skills and bilateral coordination skills of students with ID were reinforced after receiving motor therapy intervention.

Several limitations of the current research should be noted. The rate of learning differs in students with ID. It is difficult to ascertain the achievement of these students in motor skills. Moreover, we disregarded the socio-economic status of students’ parents. Therefore, caution should be taken in the generalization of these research findings to other students. In addition, the sample size was small. Because each group consisted of 13 students, it is difficult to relate these results to other children with special needs. Moreover, because of the time limitation, opportunity for a follow-up stage was not provided.
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